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Bructhun Electric fans for personal use USB Desk
Fan, 4 Inch Table Fans, Mini Clip on Fan

$18.99
Bructhun Electric fans for personal use USB Desk Fan, 4 Inch Table Fans, Mini Clip on Fan,

Portable Cooling Fan with 2 Speed, USB Powered Stroller Fan, 360° Rotate USB Fan,

Personal Quiet Electric Fan..

Qty 1

ADD TO CART  

Product Code: 4D-1466-327T

Availability: In Stock

First Available: 2021-06-04

Brand: Bructhun
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Bructhun Electric fans for personal use USB Desk Fan, 4 Inch Table Fans, Mini Clip on Fan, Portable Cooling
Fan with 2 Speed, USB Powered Stroller Fan, 360° Rotate USB Fan, Personal Quiet Electric Fan for Home
Office Camping

 
Clip and table desk type, perfect fan for the office, home, dorm, study, library, games room

It is extremely compact, its size is about 8.1 x 7.8 x 4.2 inches, and the usb cable length is about 1.5 meters

With quiet operation, you can keep this by your bedside and sleep comfortably without the noise bothering you

4 inch blade and 6 inch frame saves your desk space; adjust the direction of the wind with 360° up and down, left and right adjustment, you can enjoy the cool wind from any

directions

Note: This fan does not have a battery, it just powered by USB, it needs plug in usb to use, connects to any PC/laptop via USB or can connect to a AC port with a USB AC

adapter

Product description

Clip and table desk type, perfect fan for the office, home, dorm, study, library, games room

The Bructhun mini clip and desk USB personal fan designed for personal space use, this fan has can be placed or clipped to your desk or table for cooling in any situation.

This fan features two powerful speed settings, and a lightweight, stylish, and compact design.

 

2 Speed Settings

Select your level of comfort with High or Low airflow.

Adjustable-Tilt Fan Head (manually operated)

Tilt and adjust your fan head for focused cooling power.

 

2 in 1 - Clip and Desk Fan

4 inch blade and 6 inch frame saves your space, it is designed for personal space cooling and is ideal for use in bedrooms, office cubicles, or dorm rooms

Note: This fan input power is DC 5V, so if you need to use in the car or golf cart, please make sure its usb output is DC 5V, or it has a converter to conver it to 5V.

 

Quiet Fan

THis Bructhun Clip Fan has 2 speed, you can set a speed as you like to enjoy the wind!

First gear, the wind is soft, and it's quiet, so it won't disturb sleep.

Second gear, the sound it's also can be accept for it do not bother your colleague's work.

 

USB plug in fan

This fan can be powered by any USB power service, such as power bank, laptop and usb adapter( not included).

 

Note:

It's not a chargeable fan, so it need to plug in power to use.

360 degree rotation fan

Bructhun USB Desk Fan can be manually rotate about 360 degree vertical and horizontal!

 

Product specifications:

Input voltage: DC 5V USB Cable

Power:1-3.5W

 

Package includes:

1 x  USB clip and desk personal fan

 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT INFORMATION
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Is Discontinued By Manufacturer : No

Item Weight:  14.6 ounces

Manufacturer: Bructhun
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